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Why is pronunciation important for learners?
-To be understood
-To understand each other

Why is pronunciation important for the teacher?
- Good model
- Efficient pronunciation techniques
- Imitation of sounds
- Enjoyable, effective and beneficial exercises

















*

Good production of sounds is important for

*better comprehensibility and comprehension

*better immitation of words



*Phonetic transcription: Yes, or no?

+ precise immitation of a sound

+ confidence in speaking production

+ easier decoding in many words

- children learn both sound and written form

- too complicated to teach

!!! early start 
!!! but only in a receptive way!

We should never ask children to WRITE transcription of words!





ColourPhonics



Resource: Pronunciation Basket



*Sound discrimination

Resource: Pronunciation Basket





*PhoniMittens

Resource:
Pronunciation Basket



*

Rhythm is important for

*dividing speech into comprehensible chunks

*distinguishing the number of syllables

*later recognition of words (dyslexics)











*Rhythm dominoes



*

*Comprehension in a stream of speech

*Stress = MEANING (nouns, adjectives, full verbs etc.)

*Unstressed words = grammar and linking words
(auxiliaries, prepositions, pronouns, articles)

*EVERYTHING WHAT IS STRESSED IS IMPORTANT



*Word stress



*Sentence stress

Wait!                       Don‘t stop.                    I‘ve seen it.

Begin!                    Keep quiet!               What‘s the time?



Don‘t you know him?       Go to the gym. Buy bread and fruit.

She wants to ask.      I can‘t believe you.       Ben is a doctor.               



*Stress in sentences



*How to teach this art?





e   lep  hant

elephant



gir raffe

giraffe



ca    na   ry

canary



rhi no  ce ros

rhinoceros



mu   se  um

museum



*

*similar sounds and the rhythm

*remember text in sentences

*learn (imitate) the language

*Bonus: songs (good mood, positive atmosphere)



*Rhyming riddles



*Chain game



Rhyming puzzles



Resources:

Worksheet sample:
Primary Pronunciation Box, C. Nixon, M. Tomlinson, CUP 2005

All activities used were taken from:
Pronunciation Basket, Amate, z.s.2019



Thank you!

www.sylviad.cz

sylviad@atlas.cz
More  ideas:    
www.fb.me/storybasedlearning


